The specific text that I will analyze is two books Life in the Iron Mills vs The Rise of Silas Lapham. I will analyze these two texts in relation to one another by using Voyant. How many distinct words are in both texts that will clarify the topic that is most talked about between the texts and explore that. For example the common distinct words between the two texts are rich and poor. Thus that ties into the topic of social class. Another example can be male and female so when I look up the date the book was published I can see exactly what year the difference between male and female took place and why. This will allow me to look at the time periods as well in order for readers to understand why the language of the authors in their book are different from one another.

I will also mention the use of Voyant and possibly another tool TextArt or to get another visual sense of the relation of the words between the two texts. I will also mention the website TapoR that uses the tools we have learned in class and different tools as well. In my essay I will also explain in depth how TextArt and Voyant operate. The steps on how I got my information and how to read it. Lastly, I will also remind the reader as to what the books are about so that the readers get a sense of why words are more common in one book than the other. In order for me to execute my plan I would need to play with the website more than I already have. I would also need to understand more of what the tools and website do. So yeah my investigative proposal is what can readers know or find out from the data collected using these tools.